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Karen Maneater
Karen’s stirring the pot and she’s taken bone 
broth to a whole different level. Join her 
and her raccoon gang in looting the town 
to establish order. She’s dealt with all the 
managers, if you’re not careful - you’ll be 
next.

Karen Maneater is available with dual RTP setup at 96.00% 
and 94.09% (DX1). 
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Game Information
Math 

Total RTP %  96.00% / 94.09%

RTP Main Game:  55.59% 
RTP Bonus:  40.41% 
Volatility:    Insane 
Hit frequency:   24.58%

Win (simulated from 10 billion spins)

Max payout:  11 757x (~1 in 330K rounds)
Win 100x bet: 1 in 755 spins
Free spins:  1 in 204 spins 

Information  

Game ID:  Karen 
   KarenDX1
Technology:  HTML5
Resolution: Optimized for 1280x720px, 16:9
Devices:   Mobile & desktop
Languages: 24
Currencies: 100+
Bonus mode:  Yes
Min bet:  0.10 EUR
Default bet*: 1.00 EUR
Max bet:  70 EUR
Max bet w. xBet: 91 EUR

* Configurable within range of min/max bet. 

Game Features
Scatter
Raccoon Scatter symbol can only land on the middle four 
reels. Landing a Scatter will allow all reels to the right to 
expand to one extra position. Landing 1/2 Scatter(s) will 
convert to an xWays symbol. Landing 3/4 will trigger Bonus 
Meal.

Infectious xWays
These can only land on middle 4 reels. xWays symbols will 
transform into a regular paying symbol. A symbol of 2-4 in 
size will be revealed and increase the number of win ways. 
Infectious xWays symbol can only land on the first reel and 
will reveal a symbol of 2-7 in size. It will turn all symbols 
on that reel to become 2-7 in size. xWays and Infectious 
xWays symbol can only land in the main game and reveal 
the same symbol.

xBet
Chase the dinner plates by increasing the base bet 
with +30%. Got a bigger appetite? Increasing your bet 
will increase the chance to trigger the Bonus Meal. 
Guaranteed Scatter symbol on the second reel.

Infectious Wild
A Wild that lands on the last reel will nudge to bottom 
position, with each nudge increasing the Wild multiplier 
by 1. The final Wild multiplier will also be added to each 
symbol on the last reel.

Bonus Meal
Bon Appetite! Landing three Raccoon Scatter symbols will 
activate a Value Bonus Meal, 7 spins with 3 Sticky xWays. 
Landing 4 will activate a Deluxe Bonus Meal, 10 spins with 
4 Sticky xWays. The Scatter positions will leave an xWays 
symbol that will stay for the rest of the feature. The xWays 
symbols reveal size will start with 2 and can grow to a 
maximum of 42 with each winning spin.

The Last Supper
The max payout of the game is 11 757 times the base bet.

Nolimit Bonus - Feature Buy Functionality
Buy your way straight into one of the different bonus
features, ranging from 100x to 542x the base bet.
 
* The Nolimit Bonus feature may however be removed in 
some regulated markets.
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